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Stock Image Porter Stansberry ISBN 10: 0990947246 ISBN 13: 9780990947240 New quantity available: 1 Seller: Opalick (Augusta, GA, U.S.) Seller Rating Rating: Book Description Condition: New. Buy with confidence! Comes with our 100% money back guarantee! Tracking is included in each command!!! The book is Brand New!!!!. Seller Inventory #
4HSGSR000EKG More information about this seller | Contact this Seller Time: 9 AM to 9 PM Asia / Kolkata LOCATION: Virtual Roundtable Home &gt; Assisted &gt; Events &gt; Resilience through Clarity: The Process of Intelligence, a Plan for the New Normal Following Recent Events, the World Has Opened Eyes to the Need for Resilience, Innovation, and
Impact. While survival has been imperative as the crisis has unfolded, it can no longer be the only objective for businesses. Organisations everywhere need to find a way to compete and grow against aggressive competition, shortened transformation cycles and an ever-changing business environment. EdgeVerve (an Infosys company) has partnered with
Minit, a leading processor of Process Mining, to improve its process discovery offering. This series of resilient power chambers will address how the partnership will accelerate process excellence for businesses by providing them with complete and process-driven information. Join this roundtable to understand how Process Intelligence can boost business
resilience. Key Power Room Series Takeaways: Do you understand your business can ensure productivity and quality through standard processes, while minimizing deviations to stimulate continuous improvement to control costs and improve efficiency through automation and optimization can your enterprise create agility, adaptability and resilience? VP,
Senior Analyst - Forrester AVP - Senior Director and Head, Partnerships and Alliances, EdgeVerve Founder and CEO, Minit.io Associate Director and Lead - Product Management, EdgeVerve Regional Alliance Manager - Americas, EdgeVerve We use cookies to personalize content and ads, provide social media features, and analyze our traffic. We also
disclose information about how we use our website with our social media, advertising and analytics partners. Further details are available in our cookie policy. We use cookies on this site. By using this site, you agree that we may store and access cookies on your device. Find out more. Start your review of America 2020: Survival Plan, Updated Edition I think
this is a well written short book with concerns for a future financial crisis that he thinks will be much, much worse than the one we had in 2007. Its survival plan focuses mostly on safer investments and where to store money and has a different focus than other types of prepper guides out there. Some examples of his suggestions is to buy silver, especially
silver junk, keep your keep in certain foreign currencies in foreign bank accounts (such as Canada) one think that this is a well written short book with the author's concerns for a future financial crisis that he thinks will be much, much worse than the one we had in 2007. Its survival plan focuses mostly on safer investments and where to store money and has
a different focus than other types of prepper guides out there. Some examples of his suggestions is to buy silver, especially silver junk, keep savings in certain foreign currencies in foreign bank accounts (such as Canada) and invest in farmland. I would certainly recommend reading this short book if you have any gut feeling that our government's trilliondollar
deficits and skyrocketing debt will come back and bite us in the near future. ... more This book seemed to drift for me. I was never quite sure what the author wanted to do to protect me from future financial crises. Was I supposed to be in gold, silver, farmland, stocks, bonds? I couldn't be sure that so many options were covered. Then I don't know much
about these options, so I'd better stick with my mutual funds. This book seemed to drift for me. I was never quite sure what the author wanted to do to protect me from future financial crises. Was I supposed to be in gold, silver, farmland, stocks, bonds? I couldn't be sure that so many options were covered. Then I don't know much about these options, so I'd
better stick with my mutual funds. ... more priceless investment advice. Worried about the coverage of wealth against inflation and the constant devaluation of the US dollar because of the ever-growing Federal Reserve's supply of money? Buy shares of solid and profitable rock companies that pay annual dividends to their shareholders, such as Coca-Cola,
WalMart, ExxonMobil, Johnson &amp; Johnson, IBM, PepsiCo, Procter &amp; Gamble, ADP, 3M, Chevron and FedEx. These dividends can then be used to buy more shares. T priceless investment tips. Worried about the coverage of wealth against inflation and the constant devaluation of the US dollar because of the ever-growing Federal Reserve's supply
of money? Buy shares of solid and profitable rock companies that pay annual dividends to their shareholders, such as Coca-Cola, WalMart, ExxonMobil, Johnson &amp; Johnson, IBM, PepsiCo, Procter &amp; Gamble, ADP, 3M, Chevron and FedEx. These dividends can then be used to buy more shares. The numbers are clear. Owning elite businesses
that generate consistent dividends is a better long-term strategy holding gold. Also good advice on buying relatively risk-free bonds at a low price every 7-10 years. ... more A notebook found in a prison in Raqqa can reveal a plan for ISIS plans for operations in Iraq, Syria and beyond. Destabilization of Saudi Arabia, using human shields to Group fighters
from air strikes and problems related to lack of religious knowledge among recruits all feature in the document discovered in a prison in the district of Rashidiya of the city in December. Passed exclusively to The National, and largely written in English and Arabic by the same person, the notebook sets out plans to ensure the group's long-term survival and
provides insight into how the group intends to carry out insurrections. A second author writes in French in his notebook, which contains more than 60 pages of writing and doodles. One page details a group debate on forming a private military company (PMC) - similar to Blackwater - within ISIS, suggesting the group use them for operations [ISIS] does not
want to acknowledge. However, he also fears that he could provide an incentive for people to leave the [ISIS] army and join the PMC. Far from the propaganda that the group has become known for producing, the unknown author shed light on the internal challenges facing ISIS, and the opposition forces advancing in both Iraq and Syria The Notebook also
demonstrates a striking level of foresight in predicting the fall of the so-called caliphate. On a page titled Worst Case Scenario, the author describes what it would look like for the group. Its eight points detail the loss of supply lines for fighter jets from Turkey to the loss of oil fields in eastern Syria. The author also exposes a number of shortcomings within ISIS.
On one page, he complains about the lack of training time that extremist fighters have given. Due to the short duration of the camp (20-30 days) and the security measures of the camps, it is difficult for trainees to become competent in the use of multiple weapons, while in another he also observes the problems created by different languages. He adds that
tactical training in the camps is not standardized, making it difficult to assemble coherent teams with relatively similar tactical environments. A scan of the front cover of the notebook found in Raqqa in December. A scan of a notebook found in Raqqa in December laying out plans for the ISIS insurgency. Notes on Global Insurgency in the notebook of an ISIS
fighter found in Raqqa. Notes from the notebook of an ISIS fighter found in Raqqa. A map sketched by an ISIS fighter found in Raqqa. Sketches of various weapons in the notebook of an ISIS fighter found in Raqqa. Dr. Craig Whiteside, associate professor at Naval War College Monterey, California, noted the similarities between meditation in the notebook
and those of Western armies. Ask the questions our military are asking, would be to be experts in conventional combat and irregular, although the writer uses the term terrorism. The author studied subjects we study in a war college, would be the differences policy and strategy. If he is a foreign fighter who is not studying his own country for military facilities,
but is learning about Iraq and Syria, the aim is to encourage them to stay. Contrast all this with the previous perception of ISIS as an apocalyptic cult. There's no proof here. It's a clear thought about the future. Although the identity of the lead author is unknown, he is a fluent English speaker who uses the Americanized spelling of a number of words. In a
section dedicated to reflecting on how ISIS can cope with the barrage of airstrikes that are taking action against them, it suggests the group to use civilian casualties against enemies, as well as to use the civilian population to hide traffic patterns. The source who submitted the notebook to the National said the book demonstrated the lengths of ISIS was
willing to go to make it look like it had won on the battlefield. It shows Daesh's [ISIS] mentality in exploiting the suffering of others in his attempts to win the narrative of war. The notebook reveals the reality of Daesh, which is never portrayed in its publications. __________ Read more Rebels make thousands of ISIS fighters smuggle in Syria British ISIL
members say hostage beheadings were a mistake Capturing Isil Beatles brings more questions than Syrian government forces answer finding mass graves in Raqqa ___________________ It also makes clear the importance the group attaches to expanding its efforts in other countries, Saudi Arabia would be. to make Saudi as Syria? Can we make people
hate their leaders? Mecca and Medina are a priority for [the caliphate] to actually influence the world's Muslims. But to get there, we have to destabilize Al-Saud. Direct action against al-Saud in Iraq is likely to fail militarily and attract U.S. ground troops, so the best way to do that is domestically, with support for Yemen and Iraq. The notebook also suggests
THE ISIS plan seems to be playing on sectarian tensions, + the religious legitimacy of Al-Saud. The war in Yemen is the key. It also considers how to pull the U.S. to another major war to exhaust its economy. The author recognizes the importance of winning the hearts and minds of the Sun. Declaring it is a result of good media/actions aimed at perceived
enemies in the eyes of regular Muslims (Israel, US, then Iran). There is evidence that the writer is monitoring international news while speculating about what the 2016 presidential election would mean for ISIS. U.S. decisions are very important and depend on the presidential election. However, if Democrats lose, a Republican administration would be more
likely to bring American boots and cooperation with Iran will likely stop. Analysis by The National shows there is nothing in the notes to suggest it was written after the end of 2016. Syrian Syrians amid debris destruction in the northern Syrian city of Raqqa on January 11, 2018, after a huge military operation by Kurdish fighters on the ground, and Us
warplanes defeated ISIL but completely left the disfigured city. Delil Souleiman /AFP He seems to recognize that ISIS could not support the fight against a large-scale US military intervention. The fight against the US may be more dangerous militarily, but it will give IS respect to the eyes of Muslims. The author presents evidence of in-depth knowledge of
military strategy and theory, writing about the importance of long-term intelligence gathering. They add that we can infiltrate groups like Al-Qaeda, [the Muslim Brotherhood] in their strategic depth, gaining information about their sponsors, plans and members. It sets out plans for how ISIS can incorporate HUMINT (Human Intelligence) and SIGINT (Signal
Intelligence) into their military operations. But the notebook isn't all military high-eyebrow theory. It also details the author's main gymnastics training, which he titles BODYTAKTIX. He writes about Squats with AK and Deadlift with AK, all accompanied by a Nasheed soundtrack. ___________________ Read more: ISIS WhatsApp messages show
desperation to escape air strikes Syrian civilians face landside threat after Syrian doctors exiled from ISIL return to work helping refugees in Turkey Updated: 3 May 2018 09:20 AM
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